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Convenient, cost-effective access to premium titles from some of the world's most prestigious medical societies.

With thousands of scientific journals published globally each year, selecting the highest quality information to support researchers' needs is increasingly more challenging. One way to pinpoint exceptional content is to look to society-published titles: multiple studies indicate that some of the most influential and highly cited journals available today are produced by societies. Now, you can build your full-text library with a full range of these trusted journal titles, conveniently grouped into one cost effective collection—the Ovid Society-Published Journals Collection.

Ovid's Society-Published Journals Collection enriches your full text offerings through a selection of prestigious titles available through the Ovid platform.

In addition, many of these titles represent some of the most influential journals in their respective fields. For example, the Annals of Internal Medicine, produced by the American College of Physicians, has received high marks for its peer-reviewed, quality information geared toward the practicing physician.
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